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Analogical pressure of regular verbs  
on irregular ones 
Contemporary English distinguishes between two classes of verbs: regular verbs and 
irregular ones. All regular verbs in contemporary English have two correlated characteristic 
properties. 

1. The property of conflation:  
They conflate the simple past and the past participle.  

2. The TD property: 
They are marked in the past and the participle with -ed, the spelling for /t/, /d/ or 
/Id/.  

The number of regular verbs vastly exceeds the number of irregular ones. Hence we expect 
that regular verbs exert analogical pressure on irregular verbs. More specifically, we expect 
the following general hypothesis to be true: characteristic properties of regular verbs will 
appear as significant tendencies with irregular verbs as a result of analogical pressure. Thus 
our general hypothesis is as follows: 

General Hypothesis: 
The characteristic properties of regular verbs will appear as significant tendencies of 
irregular verbs, due to analogical pressure of regular verbs on irregular ones. 

The general hypothesis above translates into two specific hypotheses about tendencies 
observable for irregular verbs: 

3. The TD hypothesis: 
Irregular pasts and participles will tend to display a disproportionately high quantity 
of TD-endings as compared to other phonemes encountered in final position. 
(Confirming example: taught taught. Disconfirming example: took taken.) 

4. Correlation hypothesis: 
Irregular pasts and participles will tend to exhibit a strong correlation between the 
TD property and the conflation property.  
(Confirming example: taught taught. Disconfirming example: flung flung) 

We will show these two hypotheses to be correct. Three side results are worth mentioning 
as well. There is a small subclass of irregular verbs which all exhibit conflation but not the 
TD-property. This subclass is not numerous enough to disconfirm the Correlation hypothesis, 
but it is interesting to observe that all members of this subclass (N=15) share a unique 
phonological marker (to be discussed). There is another subclass of irregular verbs which 
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have simple pasts in TD but not participles in TD. This class is not numerous enough to 
disconfirm the Correlation hypothesis, but it is interesting to observe that all members of 
this subclass (N=23) share a unique phonological marker (to be discussed). Finally we will 
discuss the nature of verbs exhibiting superconflation, that is, conflation of past, participle 
and infinitive (N=17), which also share a phonological property. Our findings indicate that 
irregular verbs are less irregular than the term ‘irregular verbs’ suggests. In addition, our 
findings support a psycholinguistic conception of the organisation of the lexicon in which 
frequency and analogy play a crucial role. 
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